CATKIND

The Catkind are a race of humanoid felines that originated on the planet New Savannah, but soon spread across the New Earth Empire. While they have some similarity to the non-humanoid cats of Earth, they have different internal anatomy. They have fur of a variety of lengths and colours, including brown, black and tabby stripes.

Name: TYPICAL CATKIND CITIZEN

Attributes
STR – Level IV       CHA – Level IV
END – Level IV       MNT – Level IV
DEX – Level V         ITN – Level IV

Special Ability
Retractable Claws (+3 damage in unarmed combat)

Combat Statistics:
AP: 9
Unarmed Combat, Claws Level IV

Significant Skills
Climbing Level V
Technology, Any 1 Level IV
Vehicle Operation, Any 1 Level IV
Verbal Interaction, Negotiation/Diplomacy Level IV

Name: TYPICAL SISTER OF PLENITUDE

Attributes
STR – Level III       CHA – Level V
END – Level IV       MNT – Level V
DEX – Level V         ITN – Level IV

Special Ability
Retractable Claws (+3 damage in unarmed combat)

Combat Statistics:
AP: 9
Unarmed Combat, Claws Level III

Significant Skills
Administration Level V
Climbing Level III
Life Sciences,
   Exobiology Level V
   Zoology Level V
Medical Sciences,
   General Medicine (Catkind) Level V
   General Medicine (Human) Level V
   General Medicine (Any 1 Species) Level V
   Pathology Level V
   Pharmacology Level V
   Surgery Level V
Name: TYPICAL SISTER OF PLENITUDE MATRON

Attributes
STR – Level III CHA – Level VI
END – Level IV MNT – Level V
DEX – Level V ITN – Level IV

Special Ability
Retractable Claws (+3 damage in unarmed combat)

Combat Statistics:
AP: 9
Unarmed Combat, Claws Level III

Significant Skills
Administration Level VI
Climbing Level III
Leadership Level V
Life Sciences,
Exobiology Level V
Zoology Level V
Medical Sciences,
General Medicine (Catkind) Level VI
General Medicine (Human) Level VI
General Medicine (Any 2 Species) Level V
Pathology Level V
Pharmacology Level V
Surgery Level V
Physical Sciences,
Chemistry Level V
Trivia,
Sister of Plentitude Doctrine Level VII
Verbal Interaction,
Negotiation/Diplomacy Level V

NOTES: The Sisters of Plenitude are an order of Catkind nuns, devoted towards helping the sick. They worship the goddess Santori but not much else is known about their faith.

In the year 5,000,000,000, one group of the Sisters had a hospital on New Earth, outside of New New York. This hospital was created to deal with all their diseases. They had cures for nearly every known ailment and were able to heal their patients with remarkable efficiency. Many of the treatments shouldn't have been discovered for at least a thousand years, according to the Doctor.

Unfortunately, these amazing skills were gained by using thousands and thousands of grown Human clones. They were infected with every known disease and killed if they started to show signs of thought. This was due to the fact that other, more humane methods were too slow to deal with all the diseases. These disease carriers were released by Lady Cassandra and eventually cured by the Doctor. The Sisters were later arrested by the NNYPD for their actions.